Testimonials from students:
“I had a wonderful experience with Kevin and Holly. They
were
both
wonderful
and
they
were
magnificent
instrumentalists and singers. Kevin and Holly are very
professional and here are some ways how: they have strong
vocals, they work together very well, they both are awesome
instrumentalists and they both have lots of talent.” (M. West –
Grade 7)
“Kevin and Holly were really cool individuals and a lot of the
students really liked them. As professional musicians you
could tell they were really experienced and that they loved
what they do and I think that’s the best kind of musician.”
(D. Bruintjes – Grade 7)
“My thoughts on Kevin and Holly as individuals are: they are
very fun, funny, encouraging, understanding people. And as
professional musicians, I would say that they are very
professional and they really know how to please people by
using their music and feelings and actions.” (A. Barlaugh –
Grade 7)
“My impression of Kevin and Holly was that they were very
brave to be able to get their opinions through to people with
their music. I think they are very strong individuals and know
what they want from people and how to get it.” (T. Whitwick –
Grade 7)
“It surprised me that with Holly’s dulcimer and Kevin’s
drumming that it made the brilliant sound it did. I thought
they had strong and great vocals. They worked together and
they had fantastic rhythm and beat. They should carry on with
what they are doing.” (K. Videgain – Grade 7)
“My impression of Kevin and Holly was they are very “go with
the flow” people. Very calm, friendly, and they are wonderful
musicians. They are very good at what they do and they

present it like it was very well rehearsed and they made it look
effortless.” (T. Graff – Grade 6)

